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Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. born November 20, 1942) is an American 

politician who served as the 47th vice 

president of the United States from 2009 to 

2017. He represented Delaware in the U.S. 

Senate from 1973 to 2009. A member of the 

Democratic Party, Biden is the Democratic 

presidential nominee for the 2020 election, 

running against the incumbent, Donald 

Trump. Biden unsuccessfully sought the 

Democratic presidential nomination in 1988 

and 2008. 

 

Hand Type  

Long Palms Medium Set of Fingers. The Fingers are well spaced out. Fire type of 

hands. The fingers do not curve (or) lean toward one another. The dimensions of 

palm’s allow a very real flow of thought, expression and mental energy. It reveals his 

ability in the efficient toward concrete, logical and practical goals in the transformation 

of will into the effect. 

The Index Finger and Mount of Jupiter 

The Straight, long finger and the brilliant mount are indicative of Mr. Biden’s superior 

intelligence and political prudence. His assumption of serial responsibilities will earn 

the appreciation and respect of his peers. 

The Ring finger and Mount of Sun 

The ring finger of Sun With spotless phalanges and distinctly dominant mount of Sun 

are signs of Mr. Biden’s profound physical and mental energy. Mount of Sun bespeaks 

his intelligence, leadership, capability and the capacity to attract the masses. 

The Thumb and Mount of Venus 

The Thumb is marvellous which reveals his will power. Such a thenar eminence 

(Mount of Venus) is very rare. Mr. Biden is very much devoted to his family and 

ambition to serve the nation. He is certain to win in the election 2020 



The Middle Finger and Mount of Saturn 

The middle finger and the phalanges depict Mr. Biden has a very rich inner world 

dimension which contributes a profound sense of individuality and uniqueness towards 

the development plans of the United States of America. Mr. Biden’s disciplined way of 

life in the career and government is reflected by the long finger and the mount of 

Saturn. 

The Little Finger and Mount of Mercury 

The long little finger indicates Mr. Biden’s professional proficiency and the image. The 

most striking feature is predominantly the mount of Mercury associated with successful 

politicians and statesmen. By virtue of other auspicious combinations at the present 

moment he will be successful in the election. 

The Index Finger and Ring Finger 

Mr. Biden’s Index finger and ring finger in similar length. Its greatest asset to native. 

The Mount Jupiter and Sun clearly indicate his victory. 

The Mount of Moon 

The mount of Moon in his hand indicates his capacity of a vital and the desire for 

foundation in political life. And also indicates his spiritual involvement. 

The Mount of Lower Mars and Upper Mars 

Mounts of lower and upper Mars depicts the mode of expression, talents and 

experience with the creative efforts of possibilities in reality. It Indicates His 

withstanding power. 

The Line of Life 

The line of life starts from the base of the mount Jupiter and a clear line This life line 

shows good vitality and longevity. Mr. Biden will active in the service of his nation 

throughout his long life. The age mark 78 to 87 excellent and golden periods in his 

political career. 

The Line of Fate 

The line of fate as we should call it in this particular reading is well entrenched up to 

the line of heart. Ascending age mark 77-78 Such a combination presages victory for 

Mr. Biden in the presidential election. 

The line of Heart 

The line of heart is ideally placed which denotes good health and speaks of his moral 

and mental awareness. This line is a magnificent specimen befitting a great statesman 

with sympathetic heart for others. 

 

 

 



The Line of Head 

The very strongly marked line of head leaving a well-developed upper mount of Mars, 

unscathed by any other secondary lines (or) signs reveals his determined and 

uncompromising attitude to his objectives. In Left hand the heart and head line merged 

and its going up to the percussion of the hand the indicates strong will power very 

strong decision maker. 

The Line of Sun 

The line of Sun runs parallel to the line of fate and reach the center of the mount of 

Sun, showing best chances of a brilliant political career to become the president of the 

United States. The sun line signifies his stamina strength bold heart, good governance, 

longevity and great fame. 

Signature Analysis 

Mr. Biden’s bold and strong pressure signature revels pours his energy into achieving 

the goals. Long height of slanting starting letter “J” from the deep Lower zone to the 

Upper Zone presence of mind to use his cleverness in the unique way. The four loops 

in the signature strong stamina power and more energy in carrying out his daily plans. 

The gap or space between the signature desire for progress, made his own choices, 

then acted upon them. Mr. Biden’s Signature ‘B’ is like a big Bow and in end of the 

signature in Lower zone the small Bow in Upper Zone the Crescent Mark sign is the 

good omen, revels his strong self-esteem and self-confidence and attract the Masses. 

Mr. Biden will be the next Incumbent of the WHITE HOUSE. 

 


